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Practices
of Looking

IDEOLOGY

★ Marxism “taste can be seen as a logical extension 
of a culture’s ideology. Societies function by 
naturalizing ideologies, making the complex 
production of meaning take place so smoothly
that it is experienced as a ‘natural’ system of 
value or belief… people who are oppressed
by a particular economic system, such as
capitalism, are encouraged to believe in it 
anyway.” (69)



Practices
of Looking

IDEOLOGY

★ Marxism
★ interpellation 

(Althusser)

“Ideology is the necessary representational
means through which we come to experience
and make sense of reality… ideology is a set 
of ideas and beliefs shaped through the uncon-
scious in relationship to other social forces, such
as the economy and institutions.” (70)



Practices
of Looking

IDEOLOGY

★ Marxism
★ interpellation 

(Althusser)
★ hegemony 

(Gramsci)

“hegemony is enacted through the push
and pull among all levels of society… no one 
group of people ultimately ‘has’ power, rather, 
power is a relationship within which classes of
people struggle. One of the most important
aspects of hegemony is that these relationships
are constantly changing; hence dominant 
ideologies must constantly be reaffirmed in a
culture precisely because people can work
against them.” (70-71)



TV reception



reception

passive

★ Marxist critique
★ media effects
★ psychoanalysis/ideology critique
★ film studies/formal analysis



Text



reception

active

★ reader response
★ qualitative ethnography

★ "uses and gratifications"
★ poststructuralism



1968-2002

Birmingham 
School / 
Centre for 
Contemporary 
Cultural Studies

The Nationwide Audience (1980)
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reception

active

★ dominant (hegemonic) 
reading
★ negotiated reading
★ oppositional reading

Encoding/Decoding (1973)

Stuart H
all



polysemy



(last week)

FLOW: technology

★ broadcast signal
★ live transmission
★ scanning beam
★ refreshing pixels
★ signal processing
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Butler

FLOW: structured 
viewing experience

★ Williams in Miami, 1973
★ combined with 
segmentation 
★ historical phases
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“One night in Miami, still dazed from a week on an Atlantic liner, I began watching a 
film and at first had some difficulty in adjusting to a much greater frequency of 
commercial 'breaks'. Yet this was a minor problem compared to what eventually 
happened. Two other films, which were due to be shown on the same channel on 
other nights, began to be inserted as trailers. A crime in San Francisco (the subject 
of the original film) began to operate in an extraordinary counterpoint not only 
with the deodorant and cereal commercials but with a romance in Paris and the 
eruption of a prehistoric monster who laid waste New York. Moreover, this was 
sequence in a new sense... the transitions from film to commercial and from film A 
to films B and C were in effect unmarked. There is in any case enough similarity 
between certain kinds of films, and between several kinds of film and the 'situation' 
commercials which often consciously imitate them, to make a sequence of this kind 
a very difficult experience to interpret. I can still not be sure what I took from that 
whole flow. I believe I registered some incidents as happening in the wrong film, 
and some characters in the commercials as involved in the film episodes, in what 
came to seem - for all the occasional bizarre disparities - a single irresponsible flow 
of images and feelings. Of course the films were not made to be 'interrupted' in 
this way. But this flow is planned: not only in itself, but at an early stage in all original 
television production for commercial systems. Indeed most commercial television 
'programmes' are made, from the planning stage, with this real sequence in 
mind.” (Williams, 91-92)



Mimi White

FLOW: textual 
strategy of unity

★ TV advertising itself
★ inter-program referentiality 
(crossover episodes, spinoffs, 
stars/actors)
★ intramedium referentiality 
(e.g. variety shows)
★ self-reflexivity serves 
commercial interests
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Butler

POLYSEMY

★ = multiple meanings
★ viewer brings own 
discourses
★ not all meanings are equal
★ structured by TV and 
cultural codes
★ allows broader appeal for 
industry

vhm_alex1



?

★  several layers of FLOW
★  historical persistence

variety shows



Walters

★ visibility vs. knowledge
★ visibility vs. inclusion
★ visibility vs. political citizenship

Can visibility be a dead end, or a road to nowhere, or, worse, a deceptively 
smooth path that can knock us off the course of meaningful change? (12)
The cultural moment is not wholly embracing, nor the political moment 
wholly rejecting: both realms coexist and interact in an uneasy mix of 
opportunity and opposition, inclusion and exclusion. (14)



Walters

★ visibility vs. knowledge
★ visibility vs. inclusion
★ visibility vs. political citizenship
★ visibility vs. commercialization



Text



Text



Text



assimilation       vs.         exotification



"swinging of the closet door"



epistemology
Joyrich



Joyrich

SEXUALITY

★ inferring



Joyrich

SEXUALITY

★ inferring
★ detecting



Joyrich

SEXUALITY

★ inferring
★ detecting
★ conferring



Joyrich

SEXUALITY

★ inferring
★ detecting
★ conferring
★ enlightening



Joyrich

SEXUALITY

★ inferring
★ detecting
★ conferring
★ enlightening
★ disclosing



?
★ closet/coming out
★ epistemology
★ decoding
★ postfeminism
★ diversity
★ agency/

empowerment

★ your definition
★ one passage important to 
understanding the concept
★ why this concept is useful 
to analyzing/creating media
★ one related example from 
screening
★ one related example from 
your media viewing


